PROMOTIONAL OFFER FOR HPE CLOUD VOLUMES

Offer valid to January 31, 2021

Get started

The unpredictability in supply and demand due to COVID-19 has forced companies, small and large, to convert business investments from capital to variable expenses. The new demand in application workloads, data creation, analysis, and storage impacts businesses by rapidly drawing down their storage performance and capacity. It requires a fast and economical approach to address these challenges with limited access to IT facilities—without compromising on the business or overlooking application architectures and criticality. HPE Cloud Volumes answers the call.

Enterprise-grade performance, availability, and data integrity for business-critical applications

Seamless data mobility between on-premises storage and the public cloud

Advanced data reduction drives down actual storage consumed, optimizing cloud economics

As a suite of enterprise cloud data services, HPE Cloud Volumes unlocks agility and innovation by empowering IT to move away from managing infrastructure, to simply consuming it. Organizations can spin up storage capacity in minutes and pay-as-they-consume in the cloud without compromising on enterprise SLAs.

In the wake of COVID-19, HPE Cloud Volumes makes it easier for businesses to support unpredictable demand, manage cash flow, and modernize data protection. To support businesses during this pandemic, Hewlett Packard Enterprise is offering the following promotion for HPE Cloud Volumes to January 31, 2021:

1. 10 TiB of free capacity per month for 90 days

2. $3500 (USD) credit toward either 6000 or 62500 prepaid credits subscription of HPE Cloud Volumes

3. Plus, this offer can be added on to existing credit and discount promotional offers

The 10 TiB promotion is for new accounts opened between April 15, 2020 and January 31, 2021. For continued service beyond the 90-day promotional period or consumption during the 90-day promotional period that exceeds 10 TiB per month and/or 5000 IOPS per month, the business will be billed at the conclusion of the 90-day promotion. The $3500 credit promotion applies per account and is for subscriptions purchased between April 15, 2020 and January 31, 2021. Businesses can qualify for both promotions based on qualified purchase. Other terms and conditions do apply. Contact your HPE sales representative for more details.

Ready to sign up?
Email: cvpromo@hpe.com

LEARN MORE AT hpe.com/storage/cloudvolumes